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Executive Summary
The Gforce Group incorporating People@Work (Gforce)
commissioned a research project to understand
Geelong Workplace Trends. The purpose of the
research was to determine whether certain global
workplace trends are replicated in workplaces across
the Geelong region. This report is a result of that
research. Information was collected via personal
one-on-one interviews with Human Resources
Representatives from medium to large organisations
across a diverse range of industries and a combination
of public, not for profit and private sector. 35 medium
to large organisations were invited to participate, of
which 16 organisations responded favourably, resulting
in a 44% response rate. All findings reported within
are based on the respondents who took part in the
research and should be considered in this context and
as a sample of Geelong organisations in the region.
This report contains both current human resources
and business workplace practices and planned future
initiatives that some organisations have kindly shared
during the research phase. The report also identifies
gaps between global workplace trends and Geelong’s
human resources and business practices where a
theme exists.

The key global workplace trends used to formulate the
basis of the research were:
(from Forbes, Dan Schawbel’s ‘10 Workplace Trends
You’ll See in 2017’)

Key Findings:
*Please note: percentages are based on total number of respondents
and in some instances, respondents have identified with multiple
selections

• Annual performance reviews evolve into more
continuous reviews

Talent Attraction

• The blended workforce is on the rise (Gig economy/
Freelancers)

• Online platforms, in particular SEEK (100%),
company websites (81%) and LinkedIn (56%), are the
most widely utilised tools for talent attraction.

• Millennials meet Generation Z in the workplace
• The war for talent heats up as the employee and
employer contract continues to evolve
• Workplace wellness and wellbeing become critical
employee benefits for attracting top talent
• Companies get creative with their employee benefit
packages and perks
• Office attire and workplace culture becomes more
casual
(from Forbes, Dan Schawbel’s ‘10 Workplace Trends
You’ll See in 2016’)
• Workplace flexibility becomes the biggest topic of
conversation
• The leadership gap will start being filled as boomers
retire in numbers

• Print job advertising has had a significant decline in
Geelong with only 25% of ‘regular’ users in 2017.
• Networks (31%), the Geelong Jobs Fair (50%) and
Deakin University (50%) are other popular attraction
strategies. Headhunting (19%), trainees (19%),
branding and marketing (19%) and limited use of
recruitment agencies (69%) for hard to fill, executive,
specialist or short term roles are strategies utilised in
a more limited capacity.
Talent Retention
• The top three employee drivers according to
employer opinion are remuneration, development
opportunities and flexible work arrangements, ranked
respectively.

• Companies figure out how to automate more jobs
and modernise their workplaces – at the cost of the
employees

• The influx of government agencies in the Geelong
region is contributing to a candidate-driven market.
Organisations are having to review their Employee
Value Proposition to stay competitive.

• The first group of Generation Z graduates from
college and enters the workforce

Employee Benefits

• More professionals seek gigs instead of full time jobs
as the sharing economy and freelance marketplaces
expand

• An array of flexible work arrangements are on offer
in 88% of Geelong organisations. 25% of these
organisations believe this assists them in attracting
talent.

(from Forbes, Dan Schawbel’s ‘10 Workplace Trends
You’ll See in 2015’)
• Mobile hiring and the mobile job search explode
• Social media posts used to attract and retain talent
• The continuous job search picks up
• Succession planning becomes a top priority
(from Forbes, Jacob Morgan’s ‘The Top 5 HR trends for
2016’)
• Data and analytics (Jacob Morgan, 2016)

• Aside from flexible work arrangements, the other
employee benefits on offer do not appear to attract
talent. Instead, an organisation’s reputation, personal
alignment to the mission statement and job security
are identified as important key factors in attracting
talent.
• Common health and wellbeing initiatives in Geelong
include Employee Assistance Programs (≥50%) and
fitness related benefits (≥50%), followed by flu shots
and skin checks (≥19%) as a distant second.
Talent Appraisal and Development

are following the trend towards the conversational
model, with an additional 17% of organisations set to
follow the trend in the near future.
• Leadership skills were flagged as the most common
skills gap (69%) amongst Geelong organisations.
Communication skills, in particular - difficult
conversations and effective workplace conversations
were also a skills gap under the radar in 50% of the
organisations.
Workforce Planning
• The Gig economy, whereby organisations utilise
contractors and freelancers for short term
assignments instead of full time employees, has 13%
of ‘frequent’ users amongst Geelong organisations.
• The importance on workforce planning for
succession (50% have a minor strategy) and multigenerational management (19% have a minor
strategy) are concepts that are in their infancy in
Geelong.
Technology, Digitisation & Automation
• The scarcity and limitations of HR technology in
Geelong organisations, creates obvious boundaries
to the ability to generate and utilise HR analytics.
• Only 13% of Geelong organisations have had
a reduction in jobs resulting from significant
technological, digitisation or automation
advancements.
Dress Code
• Office attire has shifted more casual in recent years,
with 69% of respondents sporting a casual or casual
business dress code in Geelong organisations.
In conclusion, key global workplace trends in talent
attraction strategies, flexible work arrangements, key
employee drivers, the war on talent in a candidate
driven-market, the leadership skills gap and a shift
towards casual office attire are evident in Geelong
organisations. The trend towards the conversational
performance appraisal model is slow to take off locally,
as is the notion of HR analytics. The Gig economy
and importance on workforce planning for succession
and managing a multi-generational workforce are not
necessarily trends locally and the impact on jobs from
technology, digitisation and automation in Geelong
organisations is low.

• The traditional annual performance appraisal remains
popular in Geelong organisations, with 75% still
utilising this tool. Only 25% of the organisations
4
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Findings Overview
Talent Attraction
JOB ADVERTISING MEDIUMS

PRINT JOB ADVERTISING

Workforce Planning

Talent Retention

SUCCESSION PLANNING

EMPLOYEE DRIVERS (CURRENT POSITION)

GOVERNMENT AGENCY IMPACT

FLEXIBILITY IN THE WORKPLACE

88%

OFFER FLEXIBILITY INITIATIVES

100% SEEK

31% INTERNAL

25% REGULAR USE

50% YES

41% RATED ‘REMUNERATION’ AS THE TOP PRIORITY

56% NO IMPACT

81% COMPANY WEBSITE

25% PRINT

31% RARELY USE

37% IN PROGRESS

35% RATED ‘DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES’ AS

44% SOME IMPACT

56% LINKED IN

12% FACEBOOK

44% NEVER USE

13% NO

24% RATED ‘FLEXIBILITY’ AS THE TOP PRIORITY

OTHER ATTRACTION METHODS

GIG ECONOMY (CONSULTANTS/FREELANCE)

ADDITIONAL EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

RECRUITMENT AGENCY USE

69% USE FOR HARD TO FILL VACANCIES,

31% NETWORK

19% TRAINEES

81% INFREQUENT USE

25% USE FOR TEMPORARY LABOUR HIRE

50% GEELONG JOBS FAIR

19% HEADHUNT

13% FREQUENT USE

50% DEAKIN UNIVERSITY

19% MARKETING

6% NO USE

SPECIALIST ROLES OR EXECUTIVE APPOINTMENTS

25% NEVER USE A RECRUITMENT AGENCY

THE TOP PRIORITY
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Dress Code

HR TECHNOLOGY

OFFICE ATTIRE

50% MULTIPLE HR SYSTEMS

50% BUSINESS CASUAL

38% MINIMAL - PAYROLL SYSTEM
12% 1 HR SYSTEM PLUS PAYROLL SYSTEM

HEALTH AND WELLBEING INITIATIVES

PAID MATERNITY
LEAVE

PAID BLOOD
BANK LEAVE

EXTRA ANNUAL
LEAVE DAYS

CLOTHING
ALLOWANCE

PARKING
ONSITE

SALARY
SACRIFICE

RECOGNITION
PROGRAMS
AND AWARDS

NOVATED
LEASE OF
VEHICLES

44% DISCOUNTS ON PRODUCTS OR SERVICES
44% VOLUNTEER LEAVE
31% INCOME OR LIFE INSURANCE
31% PURCHASED LEAVE

Technology

OTHER BENEFITS

12 MONTHS UNPAID
CAREER BREAK

PAID FAMILY
VIOLENCE LEAVE

50% HAVE AN EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
50% OFFER SOME FORM OF FITNESS PROGRAM
31% ENCOURAGE EMPLOYEES TO PARTAKE IN
CHARITY FITNESS EVENTS

19% OFFER FLU SHOTS AND SKIN CHECKS

PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS

VALUE OF PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS

SOFT SKILLS GAP

100% APPRAISE EMPLOYEES

56% NOT SO MUCH, JUST A TICK THE BOX EXERCISE

69% LEADERSHIP SKILLS

31% BUSINESS CORPORATE

75% CONDUCT TRADITIONAL PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS

44% YES, ESPECIALLY FOR DEVELOPMENT

50% COMMUNICATION/CONVERSATION SKILLS

25% UNIFORM

25% CONDUCT REGULAR CONVERSATIONS

19% CASUAL
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TALENT ATTRACTION

Introduction
The Geelong Workplace Trends report is the result of
a research project commissioned by the Gforce Group
incorporating People@Work (Gforce). The organisation
was eager to make a research contribution to the
Geelong community in a topic that had synergies with
its core business, that being Recruitment and Human
Resources.
The research behind the Geelong Workplace Trends
report was gathered from medium and large employers
across various industries and sectors in the Geelong
region. The purpose of the research was to understand
whether certain global workplace trends are evident in
workplaces across the Geelong region.

Findings
The report focuses on key global trends and general
human resources and business practices across talent
attraction, retention, development, remuneration and
benefits, workforce planning, technology and dress
code in the main. The intention is to identify themes
that translate to Geelong workplace trends. The trends
identified are both in line with global workplace trends
and independent of them. Essentially the report will
reveal the benchmark in the region’s workplace human
resources and business practices.

There was also an emphasis on sourcing organisations
from a range of industries and sectors.
A list of 35 potential contributors was compiled.
Beginning week of the 8th August 2017, phone
and email communication were made to potential
contributors requesting a face to face interview. A brief
on the project and its purpose was shared at this point.
Follow up phone and email communication were made
in the weeks of the 22nd August and 29th August
2017 in order to secure further interviews. Potential
contributors were informed that any contribution to
the research would have them listed as a contributor
and certain comments shared would be highlighted
throughout the Geelong Workplace Trends report.
They were however offered de-identification of data
throughout the report if this was a factor in their
indecision to contribute.
8

Well considered talent attraction strategies have
become a necessity in the war for talent.

31% of respondents ‘rarely’ use print media and it
would only be for executive recruitment, if at all.

In Geelong organisations, 100% of respondents are
using multiple mediums dependent on the role and
location to attract talent.

44% of respondents ‘never’ use print media, although
did so in the past.

100% of respondents advertise job vacancies on SEEK
online job board. Barwon Child Youth Family (BCYF)
cited the ease, speed and instant response expected
from stakeholders as reasons for migrating away from
print advertising to the online job board advertising.
56% of respondents advertise job vacancies on
LinkedIn and many of them plan to increase their
usage of this medium in the future, believing it has
the ability to tap in to not only active job-seekers but
passive candidates too.

Methodology
Numerous medium to large organisations were
identified as potential contributors to the Geelong
Workplace Trends research. The criteria was Geelong
and Surf Coast based organisations that had a
local Human Resources function, that being either
a Human Resources Representative or Human
Resources Department. The assumption was made
that these organisations would have the internal
Human Resources knowledge to understand and
follow workplace trends and the potential resources to
develop and implement appropriate strategies to target
workplace trends pursuant to the interests of their
respective organisations.

Job Advertising

Of the 35 potential contributors approached by Gforce,
16 of them accepted the invitation to contribute
and an interview was secured, resulting in a 44%
response rate. Out of the 16 respondents, 31% are
medium businesses and 69% are large businesses.
The following industries are represented: Education
and Training - 1, Health Care and Social Assistance
- 3, Public Administration and Safety – 4, Finance
and Insurance Services – 1, Electricity, Gas, Water
and Waste Services – 1, Professional, Scientific and
Technical Services – 2, Retail Trade – 1, Manufacturing
– 3. Of all respondents, 50% are private organisations,
31% are public organisations and 19% are not for
profit organisations.
Interviews with respondents were conducted onsite
at their respective organisations and ranged from 30
minutes to 1 hour in duration dependent on the extent
of information they had to share on the topics. The
interview followed a predetermined set of questions
consistent across all interviews. The majority of the
questions were derived based on themes depicted in
global workplace trends research as identified in the
Executive Summary on Page 2 of this report.
The interviews generated substantial qualitative
data. Post interviews, all data was compiled into a
spreadsheet and coded with the question topic. This
data was then sorted into individual topics for analysis.
Data was synthesised to produce the findings as
detailed in Section 4: Findings.

31% of respondents advertise job vacancies internally
in the first instance. The newly merged Karingal St
Laurence (KSL) are very aware of the value in their
internal candidate pool and are actively promoting a
strategy whereby casual or part time employees can
assume multiple jobs under the one organisational
umbrella, thus maximising internal talent.

Other mediums sometimes utilised by respondents
include Twitter and government websites.
In summary, there is a concerted shift away from print
job advertising to online job advertising, partly due to
cost, convenience, turnaround time, job-seeker reach
and appeal to target market. SEEK was the most
utilised online tool, with respondents’ own websites
and LinkedIn coming in close behind as valuable tools
to attract talent.
Geelong appears to be following the global trend
towards heavy utilisation of the online job boards and
other online platforms in a bid to attract talent.

81% of respondents found value in utilising their own
website to advertise job vacancies. A predominant
reason for this was the already high traffic on
their websites due to strong brand awareness.
Organisations also found value in the ability for a jobseeker to register an expression of interest for a future
vacancy thus creating a strong candidate pool. City of
Greater Geelong (CoGG) find their own website is the
most successful and valuable tool in attracting talent.
12% of respondents actively post job vacancies on
Facebook, with strategies in place for another 12% of
respondents to follow suit in the future.
Quiksilver ingeniously utilise Coastal Watch (a website
dedicated to weather and surf conditions) to alert
locals of job vacancies.
25% of respondents ‘regularly’ utilise print media.
GMHBA and the CFA (Country Fire Authority) advertise
in print media in the more regional areas to reach the
target market and tap in to passive candidates. Both
the local councils are using print media in some form
however Surf Coast Shire plan to decrease their job
advertising in this medium in the future, whilst CoGG
utilise the council pages in the Geelong Advertiser to
flag job vacancies and point interested candidates to
the CoGG website.
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TALENT RETENTION

Findings
Recruitment Agency Usage

Other Talent Attraction Strategies

Employee Drivers

Government Agency Impact

If good talent is hard to find, are organisations seeking
assistance from dedicated recruitment agencies?

Are organisations finding they need to use a multipronged approach to attract talent? Job advertising
may attract the active job-seeker but do alternative
strategies need to be deployed to tap in to the passive
candidate market?

Retaining talent is as important as attracting it.
Understanding what motivates employees is crucial to
retention. Respondents were asked to rate what their
current employees prioritise as most important based
on employee satisfaction surveys and most frequent
requests.

Has the war on talent in Geelong amplified with the
introduction of multiple large government agencies in
the region? Respondents were asked what impact, if
any, the introduction of the government agencies in
Geelong has had on their organisation, with particular
emphasis on retention of employees.

41% of respondents rated ‘remuneration’ as the
highest priority for their current employees.

56% of respondents have suffered no impact thus far.
Two of these respondents, Quiksilver and Surf Coast
Shire reside on the Surf Coast and potentially thought
that may have lessened any impact.

69% of respondents consider engaging recruitment
agencies for hard to fill vacancies, specialist roles or
Executive appointments. Harwood Andrews use a
specialist legal agency for some of their vacancies.
25% of respondents use recruitment agencies for
temporary labour hire.
25% of respondents never use recruitment agencies
due to cost sensitivities or self-sufficiency in attracting
talent.
*Note: some respondents have multiple uses of recruitment agencies

All respondents have a skilled internal HR
representative that is capable of recruiting, so although
none of the respondents rely on recruitment agencies
for all of their recruitment needs, they certainly tap
in to the service on an as needs basis generally for
expertise in filling the more difficult roles or to fill short
term vacancies.

31% of respondents actively utilise organisational and
personal networks to identify and approach potential
talent. Leisure Networks, Harwood Andrews and
Quiksilver believe the executives’ and employees’
networks are a wealth of potential talent. Quiksilver
concentrate on building relationships with passive
talent (identified through networks) in order to keep
them warm until a suitable vacancy arises. GMHBA
plan to maximise networking further in the future as a
way of identifying and attracting talent.
The Geelong Jobs Fair was a hot topic when it came
to discussing other attraction methods. 50% of
respondents have showcased their organisation at the
Geelong Jobs Fair in the past. 13% of respondents
plan to take part in the Geelong Jobs Fair for the first
time in 2018. Of the active participants in the Geelong
Jobs Fair, some utilise the fair to generate volunteers such as the CFA and KSL. Others see it as a branding
and public relations exercise which ideally translates to
an ‘Employer of Choice’ tag.
Deakin University is a source of talent for 50% of
respondents who go in search of interns and graduates
on a regular basis. Deakin University Expos are utilised
by many of these respondents to showcase their
organisation. Surf Coast Shire appreciate the value and
talent an intern can bring to the organisation for short
term project work.
19% of respondents seek out quality trainees as an
avenue to developing their own talent.
19% of respondents headhunt for specific vacancies
where they know of a potential candidate for the role.

35% of respondents rated ‘development opportunities’
as the highest priority for their current employees.
24% of respondents rated ‘flexible work arrangements’
as the highest priority for their current employees.
Global workplace trend data referenced in David
Schawbel’s 10 Workplace Trends You’ll See in 2017
suggests ‘remuneration’ still remains as first priority,
followed very closely by ‘flexible work arrangements’
as second priority. ‘Development/education’ come in
as third priority.
Geelong organisations follow the global trend with
‘remuneration’ as first priority. The data that follows in
this report (under ‘Flexible Work Arrangements’) shows
many flexible work arrangement initiatives already in
place here in Geelong organisations, so potentially this
need is being accommodated negating it as a top two
priority.

44% of respondents have had some impact. The
majority of respondents that commented on the impact
spoke of the increased competition for attracting
talent more so than any significant turnover/retention
issues. The competition for talent comes back to a
focus on competitive remuneration and benefits. Some
respondents are looking at various ways to tweak their
offering in future. Gforce, as a not for profit entity, are
looking at more attractive ways to salary package for
employees.
BCYF have had a uniquely positive impact from the
introduction of government agencies. It has provided
the organisation with business opportunities in a
different sector thus allowed them to broaden their
business scope with a new contract.
Overall the influx of government agencies relocating to
Geelong is contributing to a candidate-driven market
locally, whereby job seekers hold the power. They can
demand not only generous remuneration but are also
shopping for comprehensive employee benefits like
some of the offerings the new comers to the region
are showcasing. Along with this factor, a report from
SEEK shows job ads are up 13.2% on this time last
year (August 2017 compared to August 2016), the best
job market since 2010. Between the new government
agencies in the region and the general overall buoyant
job market, the war on talent is very real in Geelong.

19% of respondents believe their branding and marketing
attract suitable talent. Gforce, Leisure Networks and KSL
credit their branding and marketing to attracting talent
that align to their organisational values.
*Note: Some respondents use multiple methods to attract talent

The data indicates that Geelong organisations are
being somewhat proactive in winning the war on talent.
They are strategising in order to tap in to the passive
candidate market by thinking outside the square. The
usage percentages are not overly high indicating there
is still opportunity for further uptake of these and other
more creative strategies to discover untapped talent.
10
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EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Findings
Flexible Work Arrangements
Whether it is a work life balance employees are
seeking, an ability to work from home or maybe it is to
juggle family commitments - the demand for flexible
work arrangements is high on the employee benefit
priority list according to Forbes, Dan Schawbel’s
‘10 Workplace Trends You’ll See in 2017’ and ‘10
Workplace Trends You’ll See in 2016’.
So do employees in Geelong demand the same
flexible work arrangements and do the organisations in
Geelong cater to these demands and follow the global
trend offering flexibility in hours, days and location of
work?
88% of respondents have an array of flexible work
arrangements in place. These include part time
roles, Time in Lieu, flexi time, RDO’s, 4 day working
week, job share, school hours, work from home,
utilisation of other office locations closer to home and
accommodating requests for reduced hours/days
when returning from maternity leave.
The Surf Coast Shire have taken a highly proactive
approach to flexible work arrangements in recent
times. They have had each team review their current
work arrangements and come up with a plan for
the team that works best to balance business
requirements with the needs of the individuals within
the team. Although this strategy is in its infancy, the
organisation are predicting the benefits will be higher
employee engagement and lower absenteeism.
Quiksilver perceive their flexible work arrangements as
one of the major attractions to the organisation. Flexi
time is on offer, allowing employees to work their day
anywhere between 7am and 7pm. They can even take
time out during the course of the day for a surf or to
attend a school concert.
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Other Employee Benefits
Air Radiators, CoGG and Barwon Water have
developed a Transition to Retirement Program to
allow employees considering retirement to ease into
retirement by reducing their hours/days or granting
early access to long service leave accruals as part of a
comprehensive support program.
Leisure Networks have a culture that epitomises
family friendly work arrangements. Whether it is part
time, work from home or Time in Lieu - the family and
personal needs are top of the list.
In general, the manufacturing respondents cited
operational requirements made it difficult to promote
flexible work arrangements, albeit one of them has a
4 day 38 hour week in place. All of the manufacturing
respondents attempt to accommodate specific
requests where possible also.
CoGG, Surf Coast Shire and KSL have a high
contingent of part time employees.
The Surface Pro was a tool of the trade that Barwon
Water, Harwood Andrews and Opteon employees
utilise to enable remote log in to complete work.
Softphones were also utilised as a tool to enable
employees to work outside of their typical office.
The overwhelming evidence suggests that Geelong’s
open minded approach coupled with technological
advancements in working remotely, appear to be
fulfilling the demand for flexible work arrangements
locally, in line with the global trend. 25% of
respondents believe their flexible work arrangements
assist them in attracting and retaining talent.

Are Geelong organisations getting creative with their
employee benefits in an effort to attract, retain and
reward employees? Well the list is diverse and no
two respondents shared the same mix of additional
employee benefits.
Benefits range from income protection insurance and
assisted life insurance (31% of respondents offer
one of these insurances) , discounts on products
and services including gym memberships, health
insurance and health providers (44% offer discounts
on products and/or services), purchased leave (at
least 31% offer this), paid maternity leave, additional
annual leave days, paid family violence leave, paid
blood bank leave, parking onsite, recognition programs
and awards, clothing allowance and novated lease
of vehicles. The not for profit organisations also offer
salary sacrifice.
At least 44% of respondents now offer volunteer
leave for employees. This entitlement ranges from
one to two days paid leave per annum in which
employees can volunteer their services to a charity
of their choice. The implementation of corporate
volunteer programs in Geelong organisations helps
meet the global demand to increase corporate social
responsibility (predominantly fueled by the Millennials
and Generation Z’s).

Other Employee Benefits as an
Attraction Tool
With a smorgasbord of benefits on offer to employees
across the various organisations, the question is, what
in particular has an impact on attracting talent?
None of the respondents see a link to their ‘other
employee benefits’ in attracting talent to the
organisation. Some respondents blame this in part
on the lack of promotion of these ‘other employee
benefits’ and others have found that there are other
factors that serve them better in the attraction space.
These include reputation of brand and personal
alignment to the company mission statement. Barwon
Water cited job security as an attraction to the
statutory authority. CoGG successfully harness the
‘work where you live’ concept to attract talent. Leisure
Networks believe their culture is a main factor in
attracting talent.
In the most part, the research suggests job-seekers
in Geelong are attracted to not only competitive
remuneration and flexibility but also some intangibles
that aren’t typically labelled employee benefits.

In terms of creative employee benefits, TAC’s offer for
employees to salary sacrifice 20% for 4 years and take
the 5th year off on 80% of salary appears quite unique
as does Surf Coast Shire’s 12 month unpaid career
break.
*Note: all respondents had multiple employee benefits
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TALENT APPRAISAL & DEVELOPMENT

Findings
Health and Wellbeing Initiatives

Performance Appraisals

Whether it be to incentivise, reduce absenteeism,
honour a duty of care or in an effort to be branded
an ‘employer of choice’, various health and wellbeing
initiatives are now somewhat expected by employees
and have become commonplace in organisations
across the globe

The demand for instant feedback is on the rise,
somewhat instigated by the younger generations who
have come to expect it from the conditioning of instant
feedback on social media.

In Geelong, over 50 % of respondents have an
Employee Assistance Program (EAP) available to
employees to access for emotional, mental and
general psychological wellbeing support.
At least 50 % of respondents offer either gym
memberships, contribution to gym memberships,
group exercise programs, personal training or use of
gym equipment onsite as a motivation to keep active.
At least 19% of respondents offer flu shots and skin
checks to their employees.
31% of respondents encourage their employees
to partake in sponsored fitness events or fitness
challenges.
Other health and wellbeing initiatives amongst the
respondents include participation in ‘R U OK’ day and
mental health week, a mental health for first aiders
network, stand up desks, fruit deliveries, a consulting
physiotherapist, consulting dietician and consulting
nutritionist.

Leading employers around the globe are realising
the benefits of doing away with their traditional
annual performance appraisal and moving towards a
conversational model that is underpinned by regular
feedback.
So what performance appraisal model, if any, are
Geelong organisations utilising? And do they find value
in conducting these appraisals?
100% of respondents conduct performance appraisals
of some description.
75% of respondents conduct the traditional
performance appraisal with a mix of annual and
bi-annual meetings. Of these, half are sceptical
of the value obtained from the appraisals with
some describing them as more of a tick the box
exercise. CoGG on the other hand find the traditional
performance appraisal provides a formal stimulation
to have a conversation with their employees. 17%
of all respondents utilising traditional performance
appraisals are planning to transition to a conversational
model in the near future.

25% of respondents are currently utilising a
conversational model for performance appraisals,
Barwon Water having recently transitioned to this
model. Feedback from the conversational model users
includes a focus on strengths and on the horizon rather
than a retrospective, encourages two way feedback
regularly and is less stressful on the employees than
the traditional formal performance appraisal.
44% of all respondents get value from the
development discussions that are had as part of
the performance appraisals (both traditional and
conversational models). BCYF, CoGG and Opteon
utilise the development conversation information to
populate their Learning and Development training
calenders.
56% of all respondents don’t feel that there is any
significant value come out of their performance
appraisals.
In the most part, Geelong organisations have
stayed traditional in their approach to performance
appraisals. However with 25% already transitioned to
a conversational model and another 17% planning to
transition in the near future, word is spreading and the
traditional performance appraisal may slowly die out in
Geelong like it is around the globe.

Of all the health and wellbeing initiatives put in
place by the respondents, no one organisation has
evidence of a link to a reduction in absenteeism nor
talent attraction or retention. Some plan to monitor an
absenteeism link in future.
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WORKFORCE PLANNING

Findings
Soft Skills Gap

Succession Planning

Gig Economy

Next generation leadership development is a global
trend as the baby boomers exit the workforce in the
millions. Is there a leadership skills gap locally and
what other soft skills gaps are evident across Geelong
organisations?

With baby boomers retiring at an increasing rate
of knots and the average tenure for employees,
regardless of age at a short 4.6 years, respondents
were asked what, if any, succession planning they do.

The composition of the workforce is said to be
transitioning to a higher percentage of freelancers
and consultants, this is known as the Gig economy.
The benefit of such a shift is that employers can
access highly skilled and specialised talent for short
term projects that they may not necessarily be able
to maintain from a price perspective on a permanent
salary basis. Employers can also save on employee
entitlements, training and office space.

Respondents were asked an open question relating to
what soft skills were in demand in their organisation.
69% of respondents highlighted ‘leadership skills’ as
a key development area with some of them having
already implemented training, coaching and mentoring
initiatives in an effort to bridge the leadership skills
gap. Opteon have an under 30’s youth leadership
development program in place, whilst Karingal St
Laurence feed 20 employees per year through an
emerging leaders program.
50% of respondents flagged ‘communication skills’,
in particular ‘difficult conversations’ and ‘effective
workplace conversations’ as an area for development.
Barwon Water have defined ‘innovation’,
‘commerciality’ and ‘entrepreneurial mindset’ as soft
skills they hope to harness to align with the future
direction of the organisation.
Harwood Andrews have a focus on ‘Emotional
Intelligence’ and ‘self-awareness’ as skills they plan to
develop with their employees, amongst others.
Quiksilver place a high importance on developing
employees ‘time management skills’ to compliment
their flexible working arrangements.
BCYF have identified ‘resilience’ to deal with
confronting situations as a crucial soft skill for
employees in their industry.

50% of respondents have succession planning
strategies in place, although not many with formal
strategies, they serve a purpose to put contingencies
in place for the future departure of key people in key
roles.
37% of respondents are in the infancy of identifying,
developing or implementing succession planning
strategies
13% of respondents don’t have succession planning
on the radar at this point in time.
The respondents didn’t necessarily correlate their
leadership development initiatives with succession
planning strategies. Inadvertently, this development
could be said to form part of their succession planning.
Overall, half of the Geelong organisations are utilising
day to day informal strategies in an effort to ensure
knowledge doesn’t walk out the door with the baby
boomer or the average employee who decides his 4.6
years is up.

Respondents were asked if they are utilising
consultants and freelancers and if so, how often and in
what roles.
13% of respondents utilise consultants and freelancers
‘frequently’ for a specialist skillset or to complete
a short term project. The frequent users were able
to identify a significant increase in their consultant/
freelancer usage in the last 5 years.
81% of respondents utilise consultants and freelancers
‘infrequently’ for a specialist skillset or to complete a
short term project.
6% of respondents do not use any consultant or
freelancers.
Overall, Geelong organisations haven’t made a
conscious shift to increase the use of consultants
and freelancers. The evidence suggests that the
engagement of the Gig economy is low in the
region and permanent employee numbers appear
to be unaffected by this trend. Of the organisations
tapping in to the Gig economy, it is predominantly
for Marketing, Finance, HR and IT consultant and
freelancer expertise.

Leisure Networks have a focus on ‘coaching’ and
‘feedback skills’ as they move forward aligning
employee skills with trademark behaviours.
Other soft skills in demand across the various
respondent organisations included ‘performance
management skills’, ‘recruitment skills’, ‘project
management skills’, ‘negotiation skills’, ‘change
management skills’, ‘relationship building skills’,
‘business development skills’, ‘problem solving skills’,
‘decision making skills’ and ‘empathy’.
In summary, Geelong organisations have strongly
identified with the global leadership skills gap and have
development plans in place to upskill their employees
in this area.
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TECHNOLOGY, DIGITISATION AND AUTOMATION

Findings
Multiple Generations

Human Resources (HR) Technology

Deciphering the generation names and ranges is
not an easy task with each website offering varying
advice. What we do know is that there are multiple
generations coming together in the workplace, be
it the last of the Traditionalists, the Baby Boomers,
Generation X, Generation Y, Millennials or Generation
Z. Respondents were asked if they have implemented
any initiatives to cope with the co-existence of these
generations.

The buzz word in HR technology is HR analytics, the
ability to extract information from your HR systems and
make informed judgements and decisions on it.

Only 19% of respondents had deployed an initiative,
be it somewhat minor. The CFA included the topic
‘working with different generations’ as part of their
annual conference. KSL hoped their newly formed
Workforce Innovation Committee would assist the
organisation with these initiatives into the future. The
TAC believe their flexibility initiatives help cater to
various generational needs.
Overall this subject appears premature in discussions
in Geelong organisations.

38% of respondents have very minimal HR technology
in place, in some instances only a payroll system,
others pair the payroll system with an electronic time
and attendance system.
12% of respondents have a single HR technology
system in place, be that a Human Resources
Information System (HRIS) or a HR function of an
industry specific system. This is in addition to their
payroll system.
50% of respondents have a suite of HR technology
encompassing some combination of Human
Resources Information System (HRIS), E Recruitment
System, Payroll System, Learning Management
System (LMS) and Safety System.
Overall, none of the respondents were completely
content with their current HR technology. Whether that
be the lack of systems, lack of integration between
systems, under-utilisation of current systems or lack
of employee self-service ability. 19% of respondents
are in the process of improving or planning to improve
their HR technology.
It appears that the Geelong organisations are moving
slowly toward finding the right mix of HR technology
for their needs, but there is a long way to go for some
to get to producing and analysing HR analytics.

Impact of technology/digitisation/
automation
With technological advancements across all industries,
digitisation of information and automation of tasks
and processes, there was a curiosity as to the impact
of these on organisations and more specifically on
employment in Geelong.
31% of respondents believe the introduction of
softphones, tablets and Surface Pro’s have enabled
greater accessibility to employees whilst on the road
or working from home. These tools have also created
efficiencies in processing work. Opteon employees can
produce a higher volume of work with these modern
conveniences. Gforce consultants using a tablet, can
reduce the administration required for the task.
25% of respondents have undergone a database/
system upgrade or process improvement leading to
a reduction in manpower, but not enough to justify
a redundant position. More so, the benefits have
included greater efficiencies, higher quality/accuracy,
traceability and self service and convenience for
clients.
19% of respondents have seen a significant impact
on their organisation from technology, digitisation or
automation, and 13% have also witnessed a reduction
in jobs due to the impact.
Harwood Andrews have now digitised all hardcopy
legal documents. This in turn has reduced hardcopy
mail they send or receive. Voice recognition software
has reduced the reliance on Executive Assistants (EA)
who would have previously performed Dictaphone
typing for the lawyers. Much so, that EA support has
shifted from 1:1 to 1:3. The availability of research
online has also reduced the volume of juniors required,
who would have previously performed this time
consuming task.
Barwon Water have embraced technology to perform
fault finding and remote troubleshooting. This has
enabled increased response times and greater
efficiencies.
With only 13% of respondents showing a reduction in
jobs due to technology, digitisation or automation, it
is fair to conclude that albeit creating efficiencies and
conveniences, technology, digitisation and automation
is yet to have a significant impact on jobs in Geelong.
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EMPLOYEE DRESS CODE

Findings

Conclusion

Office Attire

Predominantly online platforms are used to attract
talent in Geelong organisations in 2017. SEEK leads
the way as the most utilised job advertising tool,
with company websites close behind and LinkedIn
gaining significant ground. Print job advertising
has significantly fallen away, with only 25% of the
respondents using print job advertising on a regular
basis with most of these having a government
connection or a regional talent seeking need.

The workplace trend toward a more casual dress code
is said to be a factor of more employees working from
home and not wanting to have two distinctly different
wardrobes. It is also said that the younger generations
entering the workplace have influenced the more
casual office attire across the globe. So is the Geelong
workforce wearing suits and ties or following the
trend?
Respondents were asked, in 2017, what is the dress
code in your organisation?
At least 50% of respondents have a business casual
dress code, this is described as neat presentable attire
suitable for work however not necessarily suiting.
19% of respondents have a casual dress code.
Quiksilver embody this dress code whole heartedly
with board shorts and thongs common place. BCYF
are all about dressing according to your environment,
so for an employee working with a homeless youth,
the expectation would be to present in casual attire.
Leisure Networks have a neat casual dress code.
31% of respondents have a business attire dress code.
Dependent on the work day, this can be heightened
to a corporate attire dress code for over half of
these respondents. For example Harwood Andrew’s
employees no longer require a tie unless attending
court.
25% of respondents have a uniform option, with
the majority of these workplaces having it as a noncompulsory option amongst other dress code options.
44% of respondents have a casual Friday dress
initiative, some monthly, some weekly.
Respondents were also asked if they have seen a shift
in the dress code at their organisation over the last
5-10 years. Overwhelmingly, the answer was ‘yes’, with
the major citing being the removal of ties. By analysing
the percentages alone, the majority of respondents
have a casual business dress code or casual dress
code (totalling 69% of respondents). This leads us to
conclude that Geelong workplaces are following the
global trend to wear more casual office attire.

Geelong appears to be following the global trend
towards heavy utilisation of online platforms in
particular online job boards to attract talent.
Networks, the Geelong Jobs Fair and Deakin University
are other popular attraction strategies. Headhunting,
trainees, branding, marketing and limited use of
recruitment agencies for hard to fill, executive,
specialist or short term roles are strategies utilised in a
more limited capacity.
Some of these strategies attempt to tap in to the
passive candidate market however more creative
strategies may be required if it is a candidate short
market moving forward.
Remuneration, development opportunities and
flexible work arrangements were ranked as the top
three drivers in that order, according to employer
opinion amongst the Geelong organisations. This
closely mirrors global workplace trend research
with remuneration, flexible work arrangements and
education ranking top three, respectively. Flexible
work arrangements in Geelong organisations is high
according to the research contained within, so this may
be a possible reason why it is ranked as third priority
locally as the need, in the most part, is taken care of.
The rise of government agencies in Geelong is
contributing to a candidate-driven market. With new
employers in town offering challenging roles with
generous remuneration and employee benefits to
boot, some Geelong organisations are tweaking their
remuneration and benefits packages in a bid to stay
competitive in the race to attract talent.
The demand for flexible work arrangements appears to
be well catered for in Geelong organisations. Flexible
work arrangements include an array of options from
reduced hours, reduced days, flexi time, time in lieu,
transition to retirement, telecommuting and more.
Aside from flexible work arrangements, Geelong
organisations are offering a diverse range of other
employee benefits from insurances, to discounts,
to extra paid and unpaid leave options, corporate
volunteer programs and salary sacrifice to name a few.
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According to the research, these additional benefits
are not seen as valuable in attracting talent to the
organisations. Instead the organisations have found
that reputation, personal alignment to the mission, job
security, culture and working close to home are more
attractive to job-seekers. Organisations may need
to clearly define their Employee Value Proposition
and then work on articulating it to create a clear
understanding of everything the organisation has on
offer in a bid to attracting talent.
EAP and fitness related benefits are a common
offering as part of the health and wellbeing strategies
in Geelong organisations, with over 50% of the
respondents offering one or both. Flu shots and skin
checks are also on offer in smaller proportions.
None of the organisations were able to link their health
and wellbeing strategies to lower absenteeism nor
increased attraction or retention. This is possibly due
to the low usage of HR analytics at present time.
75% of Geelong organisations conduct the
traditional annual (and in some cases bi-annual)
performance appraisal whilst 25% are following the
global workplace trend towards the conversational
model typified by regular feedback. As many of
the organisations question the value in conducting
performance appraisals, 17% more organisations plan
to shift to the conversational model in the near future in
the hope it adds greater value to both parties.
Leadership skills were flagged as the most common
skills gap amongst Geelong organisations, in line
with the global trend. There are some good local
development initiatives underway to bridge this gap.
Communication skills, difficult conversations and
effective workplace conversations were also a skills
gap under the radar in half the organisations.
Workforce planning in Geelong organisations contains
an element of (predominantly informal) succession
planning that identifies key roles and key people.
Few organisations go to the next step to implement
training, coaching and mentoring in these key roles
or with these key people. The pending retirement of
baby boomers wasn’t flagged as a concern in Geelong
organisations (in comparison to the global workplace
trend which demands more extensive succession
planning).
Geelong organisations are yet to embrace the
Gig economy, with only 13% organisations using
consultants and freelancers ‘frequently’ to perform
specialist skills or short term projects.
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Contributors
Strategies for managing multi-generations in the
workplace are not high on Geelong organisations’
agendas at present.

Air Radiators

Godfrey Hirst

Barwon Child Youth & Family

Harwood Andrews

HR technology is limited to a payroll system (and in
some instances a time and attendance system) in 50%
of Geelong organisations. The other 50% host a suite
of HR technology but are somewhat dissatisfied with
the usage or limitations. The research suggests there
is a long way to go until organisations are fully utilising
their HR technology to generate quality HR data for HR
analytics purposes.

Barwon Water

Karingal St Laurence

Chemring

Leisure Networks

City of Greater Geelong

Opteon

Country Fire Authority

Quiksilver

Gforce Group incorporating People@Work

Surf Coast Shire

GMHBA

Transport Accident Commission

The impact on jobs from technology, digitisation and
automation in Geelong organisations is low. Tools that
allow for telecommuting were the most utilised and
beyond that there were 25% of organisations that
have had a system, database or process upgrade.
Neither of these advancements produced any impact
on job numbers. Only 13% of Geelong organisations
have had a reduction in jobs resulting from
significant technological, digitisation or automation
advancements.
The trend towards more casual office attire was
confirmed in Geelong organisations, with 69% of
respondents having either a casual dress code or
casual business dress code. All respondents have
seen a shift to more casual office attire in recent years.
In conclusion, key global workplace trends in talent
attraction strategies, flexible work arrangements, key
employee drivers, the war on talent in a candidate
driven-market, the leadership skills gap and a shift
towards casual office attire are evident in Geelong
organisations. The trend towards the conversational
performance appraisal model is slow to take off locally,
as is the notion of HR analytics. The Gig economy
and importance on workforce planning for succession
and managing a multi-generational workforce are not
necessarily trends locally and the impact on jobs from
technology, digitisation and automation in Geelong
organisations is low.
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